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From the Headmaster’s Desk
During the course of this term, I have spent some time talking to
the boys and the staff about the scourge of hurtful behaviour
and bullying. This is a very complicated issue that needs to be
dealt with in a comprehensive manner at schools. Over the next
few weeks I would like to deal with this particular topic so as to
highlight certain important points.
As parents, we send our most precious gifts, our children, off to
school with high expectations that the schooling system will
unlock and develop their talents so that they can realise their
potential, and thereafter make a meaningful difference in society. We expect the schooling environment to be caring and nurturing and where our boys can feel happy, secure and safe so
that they are able to make the best of the learning experience.
The reality however is often very different owing to the curse of
bullying, abuse and violence which occurs in our schools.
Bullying is a very destructive behaviour that leaves victims feeling defenceless, insecure, depressed and unsafe at school. It
slowly kills the character by decreasing self-esteem and resulting
in children not realising their true potentials.
If bullying is not dealt with it can easily build up to a point where
victims become so depressed and angry that they resort to desperate measures in order to deal with the situation. They may
commit suicide or angrily lash out at someone else as has been
evident in some American schools.
We all get very angry and upset when we hear about cases of
bullying. Our first reaction is to seek retribution and to want to
really hurt the bullies. Many schools tell parents that they have
a zero tolerance of bullying, which tends to imply that any boy
caught being involved in this type of behaviour will be harshly
dealt with, if not expelled.

The academics and researchers in the area also differ on how
they define bullying.
For example Tattum and Tattum 1992 have a very general definition “Bullying is the wilful, conscious desire to hurt another and
put him/her under stress.”
A more comprehensive definition of bullying is put forward by
Ken Rigby who defines it as involving a desire to hurt another
person, a hurtful action, an abuse of power with a power imbalance, (typically) repetitive, evident enjoyment by the aggressor
and a sense of being oppressed on the part of the victim. In this
case several aspects need to be present for a situation to be
viewed as bullying.
Using Ken Rigby’s definition, I propose that we at WPPS, define
bullying as having five different components:
 An abuse of power by a one or more over another
 Repetitive i.e. it happens again and again
 The hurtful behaviour is randomly applied which means the
victim does nothing to bring it on himself
 The aggressor has an intention to hurt the victim
 The victim feels he can do nothing about it, he is at the mercy of the bully
We must ensure that we deal with this type of behaviour so that
our boys are all able to learn to their optimum without feeling
unhappy, unsafe and insecure. In the weeks to come we will
investigate different ways of dealing with it and how to prevent
it in schools.
Simon Weaver

Deputy Headmaster

However, in dealing with situations of bullying, school authorities need to have a clear idea of the definition of bullying. What
behaviours constitute bullying? How do we distinguish between
what is hurtful and unkind behaviour, conflict and bullying? This
is important to ascertain before any action can be taken, and
this especially is the case if expulsions are being contemplated.
Many children perceive they are being bullied when they are in
fact involved in conflict. Conflict occurs where the two parties
have perceived equal power and they both seek retribution with
the hurtful behaviour escalating equally on each side. Conflict is
reactive and both parties are culpable and need to be disciplined
when found to be fighting. Both parties feel that they have the
power to respond and control what is happening to them.
It is difficult to define exactly what bullying is as we all have
different views on this which are dependent on our own experiences of bullying.

We are very pleased to announce that Wayne Naidoo has been
appointed as from the beginning of October. His wife Fiona is an
Occupational Therapist and they have two little girls, Abbey and
Jessie. We look forward to welcoming them to Wetpups.
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Chaplain’s Corner
Consider Him who endured from sinners such hostility against
himself, so that you may not grow weary or faint-hearted.
Hebrews 12:3
Parents’ Prayer Group – All welcome
Wednesdays from 08:00 – 08:30 in the WPPS Chapel
Send prayer requests or get reminders to Kath Malan
jkmalan@webafrica.org.za
Wednesday Chapel Services
7C designing 3D parts to be printed for
their pushcarts

All parents are invited to attend the Chapel service on Wednesdays in the Stansbury Hall at 07:40. Please join us.

Weekly Riddle
I hope you enjoyed last week’s riddle. The answer is:
One, he may have many birthdays, but only one birth day!
Since last week’s riddle was so easy, here is a challenging one:
Think of words ending in "-gry", "angry" and "hungry" are two
of them. There are only three words in "the English language."
What is the third word? The word is something that everyone
uses every day. If you have listened carefully, I have already
told you what it is.

Thought for the Week

Grade 7 Playing with
Atoms

“The river never drinks its own water. The tree never tastes its
own fruit. The field never consumes its own harvest. They
selflessly strive for the well-being of all those around them.”
Indian Proverb

Telephone Directories
WPPS has joined a drive to collect and recycle telephone directories.
By merely participating we will get:
1. An indigenous tree
2. R0.50 for every old directory collected
Directories can be dropped off at the Eden Road office, or
outside the Science Lab. Closing date is 2 JUNE.
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Eden Road Notes

Grade 7 Painting
the Tunnel

GRADE 1 LIBRARY MORNING
Please come along to the library on Monday, 30 May,
from 07:20 – 08:00 for a cup of hot chocolate and some
early morning reading.
REMINDERS
Mon 30
Grade 2 Concert Rehearsal
Tues 1
Grade 2 Music Concert
Thurs 2
Grade R Giraffe House outing
Fri 3
Grade 2 Medieval Day
Grade 1 Waterfront outing
Grade N to Le Bonheur Croc Farm

Grade 2 Music Concert
The concert takes place on Tuesday, 31 May ,starting
at 13:15 and in the FC Recital Room. Family members are
encouraged to attend.
There will be a rehearsal for the boys on Monday, 30 May,
during school. Please remind your son to bring his instrument and music to school on both days.
The draft programme is on the school's website under
culture. Not all boys will perform at the concert, but will
have another chance to perform later in the year.
The Junior Choir will not be singing next week.

Library Monitors

Lukas Oelz, Dylan Sander, Carl Elvin-Jensen and Felix de
Bruin have been chose as Library Monitors for 2016.
Congratulations!

Grade 5 isiXhosa Oral
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Grade 6 isiXhosa
Orals
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Grade 2 Castle
Building
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